Autodesk Inventor
Advanced Assembly Modeling

Course Length: 3 days

The Autodesk Inventor Advanced Assembly Modeling training guide builds on the skills acquired in the Autodesk Inventor Introduction to Solid Modeling and Autodesk Inventor Advanced Part Modeling training guides to take students to a higher level of productivity when creating and working with assemblies in the Autodesk® Inventor® software.

You begin by learning the concept of Top-Down Design for assembly creation. Planning the assembly using the Top-Down Design approach helps to create clean, reusable geometry that interacts as expected with the rest of the assembly. Throughout the training guide, you learn how various Autodesk Inventor tools can be used to achieve Top-Down Design practices in your assemblies using Derive, Multi-Body Design, and Layouts. Other advanced assembly topics include model simplification tools, Positional and Level of Detail Representations (including substitute), iMates and iAssemblies, Frame Generator, Design Accelerator, and file management and duplication techniques that aim to help you become more efficient when working with assemblies. Accurately communicating a design to all levels of a design team is important. A chapter has also been included on Autodesk Inventor Studio to teach you how to render, produce, and animate realistic images.

For the current course schedule and to register for this course:
Web: redstack.com.au
Phone: 1300 667 263
The main topics covered in the training guide include:

- Applying motion to existing assembly constraints using Motion and Transitional Constraints.
- Introduction of the Top-Down Design technique for creating assemblies and its components.
- Inventor tools for Top-Down Design, including associative links, adaptive parts, multi-body design, layout design, derived components, and skeleton models.
- Creating Positional Representations of an assembly to review motion, evaluate the position of assembly components, or document an assembly in a drawing.
- Using Shrinkwrap and other model simplification tools to create a part model that represents an overall assembly.
- Creating Level of Detail Representations to reduce the clutter of large assemblies, as well as reduce your time spent waiting for your system to retrieve a large number of components in an assembly. You will also learn about Substitute Level of Detail Representations.
- Using the Design Accelerator to easily insert standard and customizable components and features into your model.
- Creating rendered realistic images and animations of parts and assemblies using Inventor Studio and the Video Producer.
- Using iMates and iAssemblies to work efficiently with assemblies.
- Using the Frame Generator to create members in a structural frame work.
- Using pattern, mirror, and copy techniques to duplicate components in an assembly.
- Working with weldments.
- Link system parameters and custom parameters to an external spreadsheet file and use it to drive parameters in the model. You will also learn about custom formatting and creating expression within a parameter.

Prerequisites:
The class assumes a mastery of Autodesk Inventor basics as taught in Autodesk Inventor Introduction to Solid Modeling. Autodesk Inventor Advanced Part Modeling is recommended.
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Cancellation Policy

The following cancellation policy shall apply to all training and consulting engagements including customised training solutions:

Redstack reserves the right to reschedule or cancel the date, time and location of its class at any time. In the event that a Training Class is cancelled by Redstack, Customer is entitled to a full refund. Redstack shall not be responsible for any other loss incurred by Customer as a result of a cancellation or reschedule.

For Customer cancellations when written notice is received (i) at least ten (10) business days in advance of the class, Customer is entitled to a full refund of its payment or reschedule enrolment, (ii) less than ten (10) business days, Customer shall not be entitled to a refund, but shall receive a class credit to be used within three (3) months of the date of the original class.

Student substitutions are acceptable with at least two (2) days prior notice to the class, provided substitution meets course prerequisites and is approved by Redstack.

For all Training orders, cancellation notices must be submitted in writing. Redstack is not responsible for any error in the delivery of the email notice. In the event of any reschedule of any training or consulting services by Customer, Redstack will invoice Customer for all non-cancellable travel expenses.

For more information, contact us on 1300 667 263.